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1. Abstract 

A data service was developed that allows scientists to easily incorporate data from 

experiments on the OMEGA and OMEGA EP lasers into their data analysis programs. This data 

service is designed to replace the previous method of manually copying and pasting from a 

static web-based report page, which was prone to error, and to augment database querying with 

the programming language SQL, which is complex and not accessible outside the laboratory’s 

perimeter firewall. The data service allows scientists to programatically incorporate large 

amounts of data into their data analysis programs, including MatLab, Python, and Jupyter, 

regardless of their location. This simplifies data access for scientists and provides a one-step 

authentication scheme that is directly integrated into the data service, providing robust 

protection from unauthorized or malicious users. 
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2. Introduction 

During experimental shot operations the OMEGA and OMEGA EP laser systems 

produce large quantities of highly valuable data on an hourly basis. While LLE prides itself on 

the efficiency of these lasers’ operation, methods in which Principal Investigators (PIs) can 

currently access the data from their experiments are nothing short of obtuse, outdated, and 

prone to error. PIs had two options: use the OMEGA Shot Images and Reports page (see Fig. 

1), or try their hand at writing custom SQL code to manually query the database. Fig. 2 

illustrates the relationship between the database, Shot Images and Reports page, and PIs. With 

the OMEGA Shot Images and Reports Page, PIs had to sift through pages of plaintext data 

without a standard format in order to find the data they needed. Once found, PIs had to 

manually copy, paste, and format the data to fit it to their needs. If PIs were to use SQL, they 

would have to first understand the complex Omega database schemas and data relationships, 

then write upwards of fifty lines in order to connect to the database and pick out the data they 

needed (See Fig. 3). Scientists external to the database networks can not access the database 

directly and cannot use SQL to query LLE data; they would either have to get it directly from a 

colleague in LLE, or by copying what is presented through web-based plaintext reports. 

Scientists that are within the facility that can access the database network were given the option 

of using a generic user account. However, a universal login does not protect data from those not 

authorized to see it, nor does it hold users connecting directly to the database accountable. In 

order to efficiently view, manipulate, and share experimental data, PIs need a solution that is 

secure, performant, and extendable. 
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Fig 1: The LLE OMEGA Short Images and Reports page 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Fig 2: A triangular relationship between the user (PIs), database, and reports page. 
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Fig 3: An example of the MatLab code needed to query the LLE database 
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3. Development 

A data service was developed that would eliminate the need for PIs to retrieve the data 

from the OMEGA Shots and Reports page or write their own SQL to query the database. The 

data service calls prewritten SQL procedures inside the database in order to retrieve needed 

data (see Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4: An example database procedure that would be called by the data service. 

 

The data service then formats the data into JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), a human 

readable format that is compatible with any programming language or most data analysis 

programs (including MatLab 2016 and up - earlier versions require a publicly available toolkit for 

JSON) . See Fig. 5 for an example of the JSON the data service returns. 
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Fig. 5: A snippet of JSON that the data service may return. 

 

In order to maximize compatibility and usability, the data service is a RESTful web 

service. The service returns data based only on parameters in the URL that the user provides. 

Since all modern programming languages are capable of retrieving content provided by a 

webpage, the service is both operating system and language agnostic, meaning PIs can access 

the data easily no matter what their preferences may be. Given its web-based nature, the 

service is also location agnostic, given that users are authenticated. Furthermore, PIs working 

with large quantities of data may do so easily by simply iterating their URL parameter of choice. 

This allows for blocks of data to be retrieved in a convenient, organized manner. 

In order to use the dataservice, PIs need to obtain a token from a web portal and then 

insert a url provided by the dataservice. Example implementations for Python 2 and MatLab 

2016 are demonstrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. 
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Fig 6: The only Python 2 code needed to use the data service. 

 

 
Fig 7: The only MatLab 2016+ code needed to use the data service. 

 

Several improvements were made to the code driving the data service. The original data 

service code had a separate function written for each database procedure. The code inside of 

these functions was identical, except for the names of the database procedure, which were hard 

coded in. This meant for every database procedure that was written, of which there would be 

dozens in the future, the same code block in the data service code had to be duplicated and the 

name for the procedure modified. Fig. 8 Illustrates the hard coded nature of the functions. 
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Fig. 8: Snippets of a data service function 

The data service functions in question were reduced down to a single template version 

that takes the procedure name as an argument provided in the URL in addition to the shot 

number. Additionally, user authentication was being developed at the same time. Users would 

provide their unique, temporary ID string at the end of the URL. The data service would then 

verify that the user was authorized to view the data they were trying to access. Fig. 9 reveals 

the changes made to the data service functions. 

 
Fig 9: The new, template version of the data service functions. 
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These revisions were successful in reducing both the size of the code behind the data 

service and the work required to maintain its functionality. Fig. 10 provides a visual 

representation of the resultant code reduction. 

 

 
Fig 10: A side by side comparison of actual pictures of the 

old and new code behind the data service. The code displayed is rotated 90°. 
 
 
5. Future Plans 

Built-in data service support for the LLE diagnostic analysis page is still under 

development. This feature would allow PIs to view and graph selected data instantly without 

having to pull the data from the data service using a programming language (such as Python 2) 

or a data analysis program (such as MatLab 2016). The data service integration is also the 

mechanism that provides PIs with an easy way to get the URL needed to get a specific data set 

from the data service. See Fig. 11 for a mockup of what the LLE diagnostic analysis page may 

look like with these features. 
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Fig 11: A mockup of the in-development diagnostic analysis page 

 

6. Conclusion 

In order to streamline the data retrieval process for the OMEGA and OMEGA EP laser 

systems, a data service was developed that allows PIs to seamlessly incorporate data from the 

database into their favorite data analysis solutions using only a few lines of prewritten code. 

Older methods involved manually copying, pasting, and formatting large blocks of data from the 

OMEGA Shot Images and Reports page, or directly connecting to the database with over fifty 

lines of SQL. Integration into the LLE Diagnostic Analysis page, as well as user authentication, 

is currently in development. 
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